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C. OSTRICH EGGS.
REPORT ON SOME STRITTHIOUS EGG-SHELL FRAGMENTS
COLLECTED BY MR. PHILBY ON HIS RECENT JOURNEY
ACROSS ARABIA.
by percy R. lowe, B.A., m.b.(gantab.).
the strutbious egg-shell fragments collected by Mr. Philby at
various localities on Ms journey across the Rub* al Khali resolve
themselves into two categories, viz.: (I) those which are definitely
recent and which, except for the loss of the very high superficial
polish of the * skin,' have the colour and smooth appearance which
eggs of Struthio syriacus, the Syrian Ostrich, naturally possess;
and (2) those which are fossilized or mineralized, and have been
stained various colours ranging from almost chocolate-brown,
with a shade of mauve in it, to a cafi au lait tint. Besides the
very distinctive coloration of the fossilized fragments there is a
very conspicuous bevelling of their edges from wind-swept sand
erosion.
This bevelling has taken place at the expense of the superficial
or outer surface, and in the case of the Shuqqat al Khalfat frag-
ment extends inwards from the edge for a distance of four milli-
metres. In addition to this bevelled condition and the peculiar
staining, all the fossilized fragments also exhibit a very high sand-
polish. This is, if anything, most marked on the outer surface,
and the high glaze in almost every instance overlies a slightly
roughened, or excavated, surface. My colleague, Mr. Campbell
Smith, regards this latter as etching caused by the action of dew.
It is curious to note that the two series of definitely recent shell-
fragments belonging to category (1) were collected at Mahadir
Sum man and Bani Ma'aridh respectively : that is to say, at the
beginning and towards the end of Mr. Philby's journey across the
Rub' al Khali.
All the shell-fragments collected in the middle stages were very
definitely more mineralized, deeply stained, and almost invariably
rendered thinner, sometimes very much thinner, by a longer ex-
posure to sand erosion.
The recent fragments collected at Mahadir Summan were
thought to have belonged to one single egg, and it is interesting to
note that the Syrian Ostrich has not been seen (so Mr. PMlby
understood from his escort) in this part of Arabia for forty or
fifty years. It seems to be practically certain that both the
recent and fossil series belonged to the same species of Ostrich
(8. syriacus), but it is suggested here that the fossilized series may

